
 

Job Description 
 

Job title General Counsel & Company Secretary 

Team Legal and Governance 

Band 3 

Reporting to CEO 

Management 
responsibility 

19 

 

Purpose of the job 

The General Counsel and Company Secretary, British Business Bank group provides strategic legal services of the 
highest possible standard for the Boards, the CEO, and the Executive. As the organisation operates at the 
intersection of public and private law, he/she will have the ability to command the confidence of senior 
stakeholders in both business and government and be very familiar with navigating within the boundaries of public 
law.  
 
The General Counsel provides strategic legal advice on all aspects of the mandate and operational issues, covering 
governance, corporate and institutional legal matters.  The services provided by the GC guide organizational 
priority-setting and decision-making within BBB’s mission. The General Counsel leads and ensures efficient and 
effective management of the Legal and Governance team, including its staff and financial resources. He/she works 
closely with other senior executives to ensure effective communication and information flow that facilitates 
smooth and predictable decision-making and enables the Bank to deliver to its mandate.  
 
This is a demanding and complex task and will require an experienced leader. Delivery of the role will require buy-in 
from third parties and stakeholders including across Government. It will be important to develop strong 
partnerships with other members of the executive 
 
The work of the legal Team/Company Secretariat: 

• Advise the Boards and the Executive on the regulatory, commercial and public law risks to enhance 
decision-making and delivery; 

• Develop and manage relationships with external law firms and ensure that any external legal resource 
is appropriate for the advice sought and cost effective; 

• Advise on public, regulatory, state aid and trade law issues affecting the Bank’s schemes and products; 

• Provide the necessary legal input on all transaction and contractual negotiations, responsible for 
protecting the Bank’s interests in the documentation and ensuring that a proper due diligence exercise 
is undertaken;  

• Develop the Bank’s legal knowledge management systems; 

• Advise upon public procurement and employment matters; 

• Horizon-scan to define the regulatory landscape in which the bank operates; 

• Establish effective and best practice governance processes for the Boards and their Committees (e.g. 
putting in place appropriate terms of reference) and ensure the efficient administration of the 
Executive meetings and such shadow committees or similar bodies as are appropriate; 

• Provide strategic support to the Chief Executive and Executive Committee in matters relating to 
governance and legal compliance and take a pro-active role in ensuring that policies and processes in 
this area are fit for purpose; 

• Consider and advise upon appropriate regulatory structures (e.g. state aid, financial services regulation, 
money laundering);  

• Promote a culture of effective management of governance and that preparatory papers, minutes, 
action lists and the like are in good order;  

• Ensure effective processes and systems for the execution of contracts and other legal documents by 
authorised signatories and that complete and accurate copies of contract documentation are kept and 
are accessible 



 

 

Main duties 

• Protect and enhance the Bank’s endeavours, objectives and reputation by providing timely and 
appropriate legal and governance services; 

• Develop a corporate legal strategy that promotes and protects organisational interests; 

• Develop the Bank’s legal knowledge management and horizon-scanning capabilities; 

• Show visible and effective leadership to embed an open and inclusive culture which promotes the Bank’s 
values of being collaborative, committed and creative; 

• Drive a culture of professional excellence and agility, as well providing visible and effective leadership of 
the team through a period of change;   

• Provide high quality legal input to the deliberations of the Boards and the Executive; 

• Coordinate the organisation’s response to litigation or any potential legal challenges;  

• Oversight and management of external legal advisers ensuring delivery and value for money; and 

• Act as an ambassador for the Bank 

 
The Business Bank operates in a context which is more complex than is usual for financial institutions, given 
the application of public and state aid law to its activities.  Leading the legal team and company secretariat will 
therefore require a proactive and versatile approach to providing solutions and a keen appreciation of public 
law constraints as well commercial and political realities. Consequently, excellent judgment is required as is 
the ability to navigate a complex stakeholder landscape 

 

Knowledge and experience 

• An experienced legal leader who has experience in leading a complex legal function and managing change 
and a track record in building strong corporate governance 

• An experienced lawyer with at least 15 PQE,  with knowledge of corporate governance, financial services, 
public and regulatory law acquired both in private practice and in-house 

• Well versed in all aspects of public law e.g. state aid, judicial review, Freedom of Information Act  

• Provides authoritative risk-based advice  - including managing litigation and litigation risks in a manner 
that commands confidence of senior stakeholders 

• A good understanding of financial services and the main components of business activity envisaged for the 
Bank as well as the bigger picture such as political pressures  and the bank’s development objectives 

• Procurement and public law experience, as well as familiarity with competition law  

 

 

Internal and external stakeholders 

Internal 
CEO, ExCo and SLT colleagues 
Legal and Secretariat team 
Chair and Special Advisor  
BBB, BPC and BBI NEDs 
 
External 
Relevant HMG stakeholders (e.g. BEIS Legal, Treasury legal advisors) 
Law firm relationships 
Broader legal community 

 



 

Budgets / Delegated Financial Authority / fund size / scope of investments 

OpEx budgets for Legal and Secretariat team 
Monitoring legal spend across the entire organisation to ensure value for money 
Appropriate internal delegated financial authorities   

 

Key competencies/behaviours 

• The ability to work collaboratively with senior peers in leading an organisation, initiating change and 
driving continuous improvement  

• Sophisticated and skilled approach to influencing senior stakeholders in business and government 

• Strong strategic, analytical and influencing skills  
Accountability and Commitment 

• Encourages an external mindset that puts clients and market counterparties at the heart of everything we 
do 

• Sticks to commitments and decisions made collectively / by other people 
Performance and Development 

• Sets and communicates contribution expectations, metrics and outcomes 

• Empowers and inspires team members to take stretch assignments 

• Delegates appropriately - monitors progress and provides support, resources and upward cover 

• Fosters an environment where people want to work 
Execution and Results 

• Reinforces the Bank’s purpose and how each person contributes to it 

• Focuses on identifying and championing integrated solutions for clients and stakeholders 

• Involves colleagues with the right expertise to optimise decision making 
Innovation 

• Thinks strategically to anticipate future trends and changing client needs 

• Engages across the Bank to learn from mistakes and find solutions 

• Systematises and continuously improves processes as we grow, whilst minimising bureaucracy 

 

Qualifications 

15 PQE essential  

 

Is this a regulated role?   

 


